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Forward
Letters1 from Sarajevo provide an overview of the multi-national military medical
organization in support of NATO operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina from a Canadian
perspective. The observations are based on personal visits to all force medical
installations during the period January - June 1996 by Colonel Peter Green while
serving as the IFOR2 Theatre Surgeon. In that role, his primary responsibility was
coordinating between the Corps, Corps Support and strategic assets at sea and in Italy.
In addition, he regularly communicated with and visited the multi-national divisions and
had to be prepared to brief at morning and evening prayers on casualties and their
status.
The letters provide an excellent insight on both strategic medical planning and
theatre/corps level medical operations.

Wayne Dauphinee
President
Royal Canadian Medical Service Association
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Letters were intended to keep Col Green’s FMC Command Surgeon staff appraised on what was happening in
Bosnia-Herzegovina
2
Intervention Force created and authorised by the Dayton Accords that ended the war
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LETTERS FROM SARAJEVO #1 (21 Feb 1996)
Sorry to be so long putting pen to paper, but the frustrations of a new headquarters
are incredible. The main problem, as always, is communications. I have two phones
on my desk, but sometimes can spend two days trying to get through to people. I am
now on the AFSOUTH LAN which is much more reliable, and at least the messages
wait when I’m out of the office.
Not much travelling done yet, although I have travelled down to Dracevo, past Mostar
and only just inside the border with Croatia. Palm trees growing in the gardens down
there! Also, entire villages destroyed - by terrorism I think, not by fighting. Mostar is
interesting, although the downtown is partly destroyed by shelling. I went over the
replacement bridge, and walked around looking at the ruins. Must have been a tourist
trap once, built around a fast-flowing river in a gorge with hills all around.
The French hospital, by the airfield in Mostar, is new and very well equipped. Part
modular tent, part expendables. They have 50 beds, staffed by about 85 personnel.
Totally
self-transportable in one lift and designed to move in four hours, but the CO said he
would need more people to meet those times. The Spanish FST in Dracevo is in
Corimecs. Small but functional. The French FST in Sarajevo is in the basement of
the PTT building, while the British have a very basic FST at ARRC Main (after all the
sniping incidents and one mine explosion there is an interest in medical services at
the Corps HQ). Also around here, but just north of Sarajevo is an Italian hospital.
In tents like Trelleborg, but made in Italy. They have several items we should look
at, screening curtains for their X-Ray facility, a very neat
hand-washing device for use on wards and in pre-op, an interesting foil-backed liner
for inside the tent (developed in Somalia) and a good matting which seemed to trap
dirt well. As their concept is similar to our Fd Hosp, I would suggest we get some
specifications from them.
As I expected this job is largely political and diplomatic, talking with the various
ministeries, international organizations, and advising the CIMIC and lawyers here at the
headquarters. I get to keep a fairly good view of operations, but certainly the day to day
issues are dealt with at Corps and by C-Spt in Zagreb. When they need help they call
me. The biggest problem so far has been strategic aeromedevac, particularly for units
that were here with the UN, who just
re-bereted and became IFOR. Not that the procedures are any different, it is just that
now instead of battalions responding to UNPROFOR, there are now Brigades,
Divisions, Corps and a Communication Zone who have to be involved. The force is,
of course, three times bigger than that of UNPROFOR so some of the consultation
has become [line missing on photocopy].
The medical services have not been stretched so far, although individual incidents
keep most of the FSTs occupied. Fortunately, casualties from mine strikes are down,
but road accidents, particularly on days like today with heavy snow and no clearing of
roads, are common enough.
My best wishes to all. If you can get this on the LAN to all as an interim report please
do so. I hope all is going well and will see you in the Spring
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LETTERS FROM SARAJEVO #2 (30 March 1996)

Letter continues . .
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Letter continues . .
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Letter continues . .
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LETTERS FROM SARAJEVO #3 (30 April 1996
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LETTERS FROM SARAJEVO #4 (30 April 1996)

Letter continues . .
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